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A three-dimensional progressive damage model has been developed to capture the onset and initial
propagation of damage within a three-dimensional woven composite in a single-bolt, double-shear joint.
Reinforced with a three-dimensional woven ply to ply interlock IM7 carbon fiber preform impregnated
with toughened epoxy resin and manufactured using a resin transfer molding process, the composite
represents a unique material currently used in select aerospace structures. The modeled joint is
commonly found in many aerospace structures and, when combined with the progressive damage
response of this three-dimensional woven composite, the material response can be reliably predicted
with a three-dimensional non-linear finite element model. This model is constructed using an ortho-
tropic material assumption far from the bearing area and a voxelized mesoscale model with an as-
molded geometry representing matrix and impregnated tow phases. The well-established Hashin fail-
ure criteria and the MatzenmillereLublinereTaylor damage model were implemented with the unique
morphology of three-dimensional woven composites. The onset of damage and trends seen in the model
were found to be in agreement with previous experimental findings.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) woven composites are used in a variety
of aerospace structures. Some of the current applications include
fan blades and casings from the CFM International Leading Edge
Aviation Propulsion (LEAP) engine, the LiftFan from the Rolls-Royce
F-35 Lightning II and landing gear braces from the Boeing 787-8
Dreamliner. Three-dimensional woven composites are attractive
alternatives to composites with traditional two-dimensional fiber
reinforcement. In addition to improved fracture toughness, notch
sensitivity and impact resistance [1,2], three-dimensional woven
composites feature near net shape preforming. That is, dry fiber
preforms are woven into shapes very similar to the final part ge-
ometry. This feature alone has been found to result in reduced
material scrap and fabrication labor all at a lower cost [3]. Delam-
ination is effectively eliminated as a potential failure mode because
fiber reinforcement is included not only in-plane but also in the
through-thickness direction. Three-dimensional woven fiber
ren).
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preforms and composites can be tailored to specific applications.
The three-dimensional woven composite discussed in this paper is
representative of a typical aerospace composite with three-
dimensional fiber reinforcement.

To support expanded use of these unique composites beyond
their current applications, an extensive laboratory investigation
was conducted to capture the physical material response when
subjected to tensile, compressive and shear loading [4]. Efficient
bolted joint design requires an in-depth understanding of the
bearing behavior of the joinedmaterials. Three-dimensional woven
composites have been experimentally evaluated in single-bolt
joints in both single-shear and double-shear configurations [5,6].
To enhance this understanding and to support joint design, a nu-
merical prediction tool is needed. This paper describes the devel-
opment and validation of a progressive damage model for
predicting the behavior of composites reinforced with three-
dimensional woven ply to ply preforms in single-bolt, double-
shear joints. Experimental investigation of three-dimensional
woven composites revealed a complex state of bearing damage
and failure that included interaction between different tows and
matrix material that challenges the classic understanding of bolted
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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bearing as applied to two-dimensional composites. The modeled
joint configuration allows for emphasis to be placed on thematerial
response and development of a progressive damage model for 3D
woven composites rather than a particular joint geometry.

Bolted Joints in Composite Aircraft Structures (BOJCAS), a three-
year EU-sponsored project that ended in 2003, heavily focused on
design of bolted joints on the global and local composite level for
use in primary aircraft structures. As part of this effort, finite
elementmodels of bolted joints with single andmultiple bolts were
developed [7e9] and validated experimentally [10e12].

Specifically, McCarthy and McCarthy developed a finite element
model to study the effect of bolt hole clearance in single-bolt,
single-shear joints [7]. Additionally, the model was extended to
multiple fasteners. One of the important conclusions was that as
the bolt hole clearance became larger, the joint stiffness was
reduced. Results from the study showed good agreement with
experimental results.

Perugini, Riccio and Scaramuzzino [8] developed a three-
dimensional progressive damage model of a two-dimensional
laminated composite using finite element analysis (FEA). Within
this paper, a comparison between failure theories and damage
models used in the literature found that most of the available
models in the research area were derived using two-dimensional
FEA. When applied to a single-shear bolted composite configura-
tion, this three-dimensional progressive damage model showed
rough correlation with the trends seen in experimental data with
clear discrepancies in initial material stiffness. A year later, Riccio
and Scaramuzzino [9] improved the earlier model [8] by adjusting
the material property degradation rules and, when applied to a
different material system, obtained good correlation with experi-
mental results up to about 7% bearing strain.

Ireman [13] has shown that since the through-thickness stress
distribution in composite single-shear bolted joints is non-linear, a
three-dimensional finite element model should be used to properly
capture the through-thickness effects. Included in the BOJCAS
project was the continued development of a three-dimensional
finite element model by McCarthy and McCarthy [14] of a single-
shear, single-bolt joint that was validated with previous experi-
mental work [10] using the same ASTM standard. Part I of this study
used a layered model approach with each element representing
four plies through the thickness with up to five orthotropic layers
per element. The model-predicted joint stiffness was found to be
12.6% higher than the experimental stiffness. The first part of this
two-part paper focused on validating the model with experimental
results. It should be noted that Part I of this investigation was used
exclusively to validate the linear-elastic response of this finite
element model when compared with experimental results and
does not consider material degradation and failure.

As a continuation of Part I, Part II [15] uses the finite element
model developed in Part I to draw comparisons and conclusions
from single-bolt, single-shear joints with varied bolt hole clear-
ances. While examining four different levels of clearance, this study
concluded that increased bolt-hole clearance results in decreased
bolt contact area and a reduction in joint stiffness. Although not
used for a progressive damage type analysis, Hashin failure criteria
[16] were evaluated near the contact area in the composite to
predict the onset of compressive failure in the matrix.

A progressive damage model was presented by Camanho and
Matthews [17] for mechanically fastened joints. Their three-
dimensional finite element model used Hashin three-dimensional
failure criteria [16] coupled with internal state variables that
apply degradation factors to material elastic properties for joint
failure prediction. In addition to identifying non-critical fiber
damage, Camanho and Matthews used a combination of Wang,
Hung and Chang's critical damage area as a function of the
characteristic distance from the hole [18] and experimental data to
determine the final failure prediction to be at the instance in time
where accumulated damage has reached the outer edge of the
washer. A combination of Tan's work [19], Nuismer and Tan [20,21],
and Tan and Perez [22] led Camanho and Matthews to a series of
internal state variables that represent material stiffness degrada-
tion factors. These factors were determined experimentally for
various unidirectional materials for both tensile and compressive
failures.

Following the experimental study of a single-bolt, double-shear
joint described in Part I [23], Xiao and Ishikawa developed a two-
dimensional progressive damage model to predict the joint
behavior and reported these results in Part II [24]. The progressive
damage model was implemented using a reduction of the com-
pliances via the Abaqus user subroutine USDFLD. Solution depen-
dent variables were used to monitor the values of the failure
indicators. When an element in the model was positive for failure
based on the failure indicator, a damage variable was then used to
modify the material properties.

Zhou et al. [25] investigated the use of a progressive damage
model on a plain weave two-dimensional composite unit cell with
periodic boundary conditions. Damage initiation in the material
was indicated by Hashin failure criteria [16]. The Abaqus user
subroutine UMAT was used to modify the stiffnesses of the mate-
rials based on prescribed damage variables as a function of the
failure criteria. A direct stiffness reduction method was used for
elastic property degradation of the epoxy matrix material.

Finite element modeling of mesoscale geometric representa-
tions, also called meso-FE, has been described by Lomov et al. in
detail in Ref. [26]. Therein, a description of the process for adapting
the geometry of a physical composite material into a usable meso-
FE model was presented. A description of damage modeling using a
mesoscale finite element model was also briefly investigated. Later,
Lomov et al. used full-field strain measurement techniques to
validate certain aspects of meso-FEmodeling. Good correlationwas
found between the model-predicted surface strains and the
measured surface strains [27]. A progressive damage model using a
stiffness degradation method was applied to warp-direction
loading of a three-dimensional orthogonal woven glass/epoxy
composite material and a two-dimensional wovenmaterial. Results
showed that the simulation predicted the experimentally observed
failure modes well [28].

Bogdanovich [1] presented a comprehensive review of the
modeling techniques and analysis methods specific to three-
dimensional woven composite materials presently and through
the recent past. After identifying many challenging research topics
in the field of predictive analysis of three-dimensional woven
composites, Bogdanovich identified areas that have seen the most
attention including elastic property prediction, failure modeling,
impact damage modeling, and ballistic impact analysis.

Bogdanovich continued by presenting a progressive failure
model of a three-dimensional woven composite unit cell assembled
with voxels, or small meso-volumes, using ultimate strain criteria.
A damaged state was created by discounting elastic properties of an
element once the ultimate strain criteria was satisfied for a
particular failure mode. The author cautioned that more compli-
cated failure criteria (including Hashin failure criteria) should be
justified and validated with experimental results. Once the failure
criteria and method for applying damage is defined, a three-
dimensional woven orthogonal geometry was examined. It
should be noted that while an orthogonal geometry was consid-
ered, the methodology for assigning material properties, orienta-
tions, and damage is applicable to any given mesoscale geometric
representation. Other research areas discussed were geometry
modeling and modeling under complex load cases.
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Tsukrov et al. [29] developed a mesoscale finite element model
to predict cure-induced microcracking of three-dimensional
orthogonal woven and ply to ply woven composites. Representing
the as-molded mesoscale geometry with impregnated tow and
matrix elements, the model showed good agreement between
areas of high parabolic stress within the orthogonal wovenmaterial
and actual microcracking as observed using micro-CT scans.

Three-dimensional woven modeling strategies were reviewed
by Ansar et al. [30]. Included were many approaches to geometry
homogenization and averaging techniques as well as applicable
failure modes and associated failure criteria. One of the conclusions
of the review was that most researchers approached modeling of
three-dimensional woven materials with idealized or averaged
microstructures. Few were found to incorporate the actual micro-
structure into the model.

The bulk of the previous work is focused on finite element
modeling of bolted connections between composites with two-
dimensional fiber reinforcement. Modeling of three-dimensional
woven composites is a relatively small research area. This paper
introduces a novel research area where a methodical mechanics-
based approach is taken to the development of a progressive
damage model for composites reinforced with a three-dimensional
woven fiber architecture in bolted bearing. A need exists for such
progressive damage models to facilitate virtual part prototyping to
help extend the current applications for three-dimensional woven
composite materials to new components and structures within the
aerospace industry.

This paper focuses on a detailed investigation of damage within
composite materials with three-dimensional woven fiber rein-
forcement using a mesoscale finite element model by taking the
following research approach:

1. Combine the well-established Hashin failure criteria and the
MatzenmillereLublinereTaylor damage model to create a new
mechanics-based modeling approach for capturing bearing
damage in an as-woven mesoscale geometry representing a
three-dimensional woven ply to ply carbon composite.

2. Predict the onset and initial propagation of damage by using a
non-linear three-dimensional progressive damage model
needed to further joint design and industrial implementation.

3. Validate the progressive damage model by comparing model-
predicted failure modes and trends within the bearing stress-
strain response with previous experimental findings.
2. Problem description

Damage initiation and propagation is of key interest for un-
derstanding the behavior of bolted connections in composites
reinforced with three-dimensional woven ply to ply fiber archi-
tectures. Experimental methods have been used to determine
specific conditions where material degradation is experienced in a
single-bolt, double-shear bearing configuration with loading ori-
ented in the warp (longitudinal) tow direction [5]. To supplement
laboratory efforts, a finite element modeling approach is taken to
develop a progressive damage model to support joint design by
predicting the onset and initial propagation of damage. Failure
modes and trends in material response evaluated during laboratory
characterization are used to validate the numerical methods
presented.

The three-dimensional woven ply to ply architecturemodeled in
this paper is woven with Hexcel 24K IM7 carbon warp and weft
tows. The ply to ply angle interlock preform is wovenwith five tows
per weft column and four tows per warp column. The model is
representative of an as-molded composite manufactured by Albany
Engineered Composites in Rochester, NH using a resin transfer
molding process. CYCOM PR-520 toughened epoxy resin is injected
into the dry fiber preform to a nominal thickness of 4.19 mm,
resulting in a fiber volume fraction of 59.0%. The unit cell size of the
molded composite is 10.5mm in thewarp direction and 8.80mm in
the weft direction.

Fig. 1 shows a typical single-bolt, double-shear bearing sample
with damage from bearing evaluation. Also depicted is a generic
representation of a ply to ply woven fiber architecture, illustrating
the orientation of the warp and weft tows within the sample. For
additional information about this material system, readers are
referred to the experimental work found in Refs. [4] and [5].

3. Characterization of tow and matrix properties

Prior to modeling fiber reinforced composite materials, material
properties must be established. Each cluster of fibers, referred to as
tows, is impregnated with resin during the molding process. It is
important when modeling composite materials with an impreg-
nated tow phase to consider specifically the elastic properties of the
impregnated embedded tow. While some manufacturers provide
dry fiber properties, impregnated tow properties are dependent
upon many factors including the choice of matrix material, tow
sizing and the fiber volume fraction within the tows. The fiber
volume fraction of impregnated tows is inherently higher than the
fiber volume fraction of the composite as a whole. Many numerical
and analytical methods exist to predict composite properties of
transversely isotropic unidirectional materials. Of particular inter-
est to damage modeling, in addition to elastic tow properties, is the
strength of the impregnated tow. Strength and stiffness data ob-
tained from laboratory characterization were used as inputs for the
progressive damage model using finite element analysis and is
explained in subsequent sections.

To closely resemble the impregnated tows within the three-
dimensional ply to ply architecture and mesoscale model, uni-ply
panels of IM7 carbon fiber were manufactured by Albany Engi-
neered Composites. Made with a high fiber volume fraction and a
low fiber volume fraction, two panels were manufactured with 24K
tows and injected with PR-520 toughened epoxy resin using a resin
transfer molding process. All carbon fiber reinforcement within the
uni-ply panel was oriented in a unidirectional fashion in the lon-
gitudinal direction. Tows were woven together with small nylon
fibers to maintain fiber alignment during the manufacturing pro-
cess. While the inclusion of transverse nylon tows precludes this
material from being referred to as a true unidirectional, the nylon
tows offered very little strength or stiffness as compared with the
carbon tows. Minimal carbon tow waviness was noted and is
comparable to impregnated tow reinforcement found within the
three-dimensional woven ply to ply composite material. Evaluating
panels of two different fiber volume fractions allowed for scaling of
material properties for various impregnated tow fiber volume
fractions without extrapolation. The higher fiber volume fraction
panel was found by acid digestion to be 68.3% fiber by volume and
the lower fiber volume fraction panel was found to be 61.4%. The
voxelized mesoscale model, described in Section 4.1, represents a
three-dimensional woven ply to ply fiber architecture. Examination
of the number of impregnated tow elements and matrix elements
results in the impregnated tow elements containing 69.4% fiber by
volume. Tow properties used in themodel, as described later in this
section, reflect those found experimentally in the high fiber volume
fraction material.

Experimental characterization for both impregnated tow ma-
terials included tension, compression and in-plane shear and were
conducted according to ASTM D3039 [31], ASTM D6641 [32] and
ASTM D7078 [33], respectively. All samples were cut on a water jet
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Fig. 1. Single-bolt, double-shear bearing sample with generic ply to ply woven fiber architecture.

Table 2
Uni-ply compressive properties.

Material Compressive strength
MPa (COV)

Compressive Modulus
GPa (COV)

0� 90� 0� 90�

Low vf �61.4% 665 (5.26%) 177 (2.24%) 144 (3.83%) 8.48 (4.19%)
High vf �68.3% 673 (8.33%) 172 (3.01%) 168 (6.35%) 9.51 (5.42%)

Table 3
Uni-ply shear properties.

Material Shear strength MPa (COV) Shear Modulus GPa (COV)

Low vf �61.4% 106 (6.16%) 5.30 (11.8%)
High vf �68.3% 105 (5.14%) 6.67 (5.95%)

Table 4
Impregnated tow elastic material properties.

Elastic properties

E1 180 GPa
E2 9.45 GPa
E3 9.45 GPa
n12 0.433
n13 0.433
n23 0.465
G12 6.67 GPa
G13 6.67 GPa
G23 3.23 GPa
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and conditioned at 50% relative humidity and a temperature of
23 �C prior to evaluation. Strain was measured during each exper-
iment using ARAMIS, a non-contact digital image correlation (DIC)
system.

Both the low and high fiber volume fraction uni-ply materials
were evaluated in tensile loading oriented parallel to and perpen-
dicular to the carbon fiber reinforcement. Longitudinal experi-
ments were performed in a 500 kN frame fitted with 250 kN
hydraulic grips and a 250 kN load cell. Samples were subjected to a
load head displacement rate of 1.27 mm/min. Transverse experi-
mental loading was performed in a 100 kN frame fittedwith 100 kN
hydraulic wedge grips and a 25 kN load cell. Samples were sub-
jected to a load head displacements rate of 0.508 mm/min. Tensile
properties for each of the uni-ply materials are presented in Table 1.

Compression samples were evaluated in a 100 kN frame. A
100 kN load cell was used for longitudinal samples and a 25 kN load
cell was used for transverse samples. To ensure the materials
experienced quasi-static loading, longitudinal and transverse
samples were evaluated at 0.254 mm/min and 0.508 mm/min,
respectively. Table 2 lists the compressivemodulus and strength for
both the low and high fiber volume fraction uni-ply materials.

In-plane shear samples were evaluated with a 25 kN load cell in
a 100 kN frame. A displacement rate of 0.635 mm/min was used to
evaluate in-plane shear samples under quasi-static loading. Shear
strength andmodulus for both examined fiber volume fractions are
found in Table 3.

Based on this experimental investigation of impregnated tow
properties, model inputs were assigned. The elastic material
properties and strength properties used in the model to describe
the impregnated tow behavior are presented in Table 4 and Table 5,
Table 1
Uni-ply tensile properties.

Material Tensile strength MPa (COV) Tensile Modulus GPa (COV) n12 (COV)

0� 90� 0� 90�

Low vf �61.4% 1750 (2.34%) 69.6 (3.54%) 158 (1.35%) 8.48 (1.51%) 0.414 (3.07%)
High vf �68.3% 1860 (2.69%) 58.6 (2.79%) 180 (1.43%) 9.45 (1.94%) 0.433 (3.81%)



Table 5
Impregnated tow strength properties.

Strength Parameter (direction) Symbol Strength (MPa)

Longitudinal Tensile (1) ST1 1810
Longitudinal Compressive (1) SC1 669
Transverse Tensile (2, 3) ST2 ¼ ST3 64.0
Transverse Compressive (2, 3) SC2 ¼ SC3 174
Shear (1e2,1e3) SF12 ¼ SF13 105
Shear (2e3) SF23 105

Table 6
Isotropic epoxy matrix properties (PR-520)[34].

Property Symbol Value

Elastic Modulus (GPa) E 4.00
Poisson's Ratio n 0.398
Tensile Strength (MPa) YT 82.1
Compressive Strength (MPa) YC 128
Shear Strength (MPa) tult 61.4
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Fig. 3. Model geometry and loading conditions.
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respectively. Fig. 2 defines the reference material orientation for
transverse isotropy for impregnated tows. The out of plane shear
modulus and Poisson's ratio were not determined experimentally.
A typical value of n23 was assumed and the shear modulus was
calculated using n23 and E2 with isotropic assumptions. Similarly,
the shear strength in the 2e3 plane was assumed to be the same as
the shear strength calculated in the 1e2 plane due to the difficulty
of evaluating this shear property experimentally. Table 6 contains
the elastic and strength properties for the matrix material that
were used as model inputs [34].

4. Finite element model

Similar to a specimen described in ASTM D5961 Procedure A
[35], a simple geometry was considered for the progressive damage
model. Controlled by a linearly ramped displacement of 0.794 mm
(corresponding to approximately 12% bearing strain), a 6.35 mm
steel pin was used to impart bearing stress on the composite ma-
terial. As described in a later section, the model was terminated
before completing this displacement. Bearing strain is the amount
of hole deformation in the direction of loading divided by the hole
diameter. According to the Standard, bearing strain is measured
between the fixture and the composite sample. Bearing strain was
measured in the model to replicate as closely as possible the
measurement of experimental bearing strain by recording the
relative displacement of a node on the pin to a node far from the
hole on the composite. The distance between these nodes corre-
sponded closely to what a mechanical extensometer with a
50.8 mm gage length would capture. Gripping of the sample was
considered in the model as a fixed boundary condition. Penalty
contact was included between the steel pin and the composite
material along the bearing surface with a coefficient of friction of
0.1. Model dimensions and loading conditions are illustrated in
Fig. 3.

4.1. Mesoscale model

A representative volume element (RVE) of fiber reinforced
composite material can be defined as the smallest collection of
microstructure or microstructure constituents that accurately
Fig. 2. Impregnated tow material orientations.
represent the behavior of the macrostructure of the composite. For
a composite material, an RVE typically includes both the fiber
reinforcement as well as the matrix material. In the case of three-
dimensional fiber reinforcement, an RVE is used that represents a
repeating pattern in the weave architecture and contains both
matrix and fiber tows. This level of constituent material represen-
tation is referred to as a mesoscale [27]. A voxelized mesoscale
model representing as-molded impregnated tow and matrix ge-
ometries was used as the basis for more complex models. A similar
geometric representation is described in detail in Ref. [36]. A rep-
resentation of the mesoscale model is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The mesoscale model was considered with two different mesh
densities. The coarsely meshed model (1.27 million degrees of
Fig. 4. Mesoscale model representation.
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freedom) was used to evaluate modeling parameters for run-time
efficiency. The finely meshed model (7.86 million degrees of
freedom) was assumed to be geometrically converged and was
used for all presented comparisons. The voxelized mesoscale ge-
ometry and pin utilize C3D8 elements within Abaqus, representing
8-noded, fully integrated solid continuum brick elements. The
orthotropic composite material was modeled with C3D8R, 8-noded
continuum brick elements with reduced integration.

4.2. Progressive damage model

A suitable failure criterion is required to capture the progressive
damage of composite materials using finite element analysis. Fail-
ure criteria are expressions or sets of expressions that, when
evaluated, predict failure in one or more specific failure modes.
Many different failure criteria exist for a variety of materials and
applications. For unidirectional fiber-reinforced composites, failure
criteria developed by Hashin [16] are commonly used. Three-
dimensional Hashin failure criteria assess the integrity of trans-
versely isotropic impregnated material in four modes: fiber tensile,
fiber compressive, matrix tensile, andmatrix compressive. A means
of applying damage or a degraded response to the material is also
required. The method utilized in this progressive damage model is
commonly applied to composite materials and was initially devel-
oped by Matzenmiller, Lubliner and Taylor [37].

In addition to failure criteria that predict modes in which ma-
terial failure can occur and a damage model that can apply failure
criteria to effect physical changes in the material, a means of
applying material change in a finite element analysis must be used.
The MLT damage model is not specific as to effecting damage to the
compliancematrix or to the stiffness matrix and an option exists for
both using Abaqus. For implicit modeling, Abaqus user subroutine
USDFLD is commonly used to apply damage to parts of the
compliance matrix by directly degrading elastic material proper-
ties. Progressive damage in this three-dimensional woven com-
posite material was modeled in this manner by modifying the
engineering constants of the damaged materials.

The experimental bearing response of three-dimensional woven
materials is unique. After damage onset, propagation of damage
occurs without a significant loss in load-carrying capacity. In other
words, as bearing strains increase after initial bearing failure, the
bearing stress remains relatively constant, resulting in a zero-
stiffness response. In implicit finite element modeling, capturing
a material response with zero stiffness is not practical. The use of
explicit modeling and element deletion, signifying complete
property degradation and failure, should be used to predict the
material response at high bearing strains. Capturing the onset and
initial propagation of damage in this three-dimensional woven
composite is more important for joint design than capturing the
entire bearing response with significant bearing failures. The pro-
gressive damage model presented describes the material response
as it begins the transition from a linear-elastic behavior to a non-
linear damaged state. For this reason, implicit modeling was most
appropriate and the progressive damage model was terminated
when significant bearing failure was detected.

User-defined field variables were used to degrade select elastic
material properties. A damaged compliance matrix was calculated
at each material point by considering the stress state at each point
during the previous increment. When using implicit modeling,
convergence is not dependent upon the time step between in-
crements since equilibrium conditions are enforced during each
increment. Since the material properties in the current increment
are a function of the stress state in the previous increment, it is
important to control the time stepping and to keep the step suffi-
ciently small to allow a converged damaged material solution.
The mesoscale finite element model incorporated two different
material phases: warp and weft impregnated tows and matrix
material. Each individual element of the impregnated tow was
modeled as transversely isotropic material with material orienta-
tions prescribed in such away that described the physical geometry
of a three-dimensional ply to ply woven material. Each matrix
element was modeled as an isotropic material. The following sec-
tions describe the application of Hashin failure criteria, damage
variables and damage evolution to the finite element model.

4.2.1. Hashin failure criteria and failure indicators
Hashin failure criteria were adopted for impregnated tow ele-

ments. Using this model, both longitudinal and transverse tension
and compression were acceptable tow failure modes. Additionally,
combination failure modes that include shear damage were
considered. Hashin failure criteria [16] are presented in Table 7 and
have been found by others to work well in bolted configurations
[17,38e40]. Failure indicators f1, f2, f3 and f4 represent each of the
four failure modes considered in the impregnated tow material
damage model. The value of each failure indicator was determined
by using F(s/f)¼ 1 by solving the equation for each failure mode for
f where s is the stress tensor. Failure occurred in a particular mode
when the corresponding failure indicator reached a value greater
than or equal to 1.

For the twomatrixmode failure indicators (f3 and f4), s22 and s33
are the principal stresses within the 2e3 plane. All of the other
stress values correspond to the material orientations as defined in
Fig. 2. Strength values referred to in the Hashin failure criteria in
Table 7 are given in Table 5.

4.2.2. Damage variables
Failure indicators were used to calculate damage variables (DVs)

which affect the material behavior. In this progressive damage
model, damage variables directly affected the elastic properties of a
material by modifying the diagonal components of the compliance
matrix at each material point on an element-by-element basis. The
derivative of each damage variable d with respect to each failure
indicator f was always greater than or equal to zero. That is, once
damage occurred, material ‘healing’ was prevented. Four damage
variables were used, with prescribed values in the interval [0,1]. The
four damage variables, all functions of the specific failure indicators
as seen in Table 8, were used to modify the material compliance
matrix. The damaged compliance matrix as a function of the
damage variables is shown in Equation (1). Off-diagonal terms
within the compliance matrix remain unaffected by damage vari-
ables in order to satisfy physical and thermodynamic conditions.
The derivation of this damaged compliance matrix is described in
detail by the MLT model [37].

SðdÞ ¼

2
666666666666666666666664
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Table 7
Hashin failure criteria.

Failure Mode and condition Failure criteria

Tensile fiber s11 > 0
F1ðsÞ ¼

 
s11
ST1

!2

þ 1
ðS12Þ2

ðs212 þ s213Þ ¼ 1

Compressive fiber s11 < 0 F2ðsÞ ¼ �s11
SC1

¼ 1

Tensile matrix s22 þ s33 > 0 F3ðsÞ ¼ 1
ðST2Þ2

ðs22 þ s33Þ2 þ 1
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Damage variables seen in Equation (1) were implemented in
Abaqus using the USDFLD Fortran user subroutine. DVs were stored
as field variables (FVs) in Abaqus and were implemented by using a
table of material property dependencies. Failure indicators were
stored as Solution Dependent Variables (SDVs) and can be moni-
tored throughout the progression of the model.

4.2.3. Damage evolution
Damage evolution refers to how the value of the damage vari-

able is prescribed. The longitudinal and transverse damage vari-
ables d1 and d2 are related to the Hashin failure indicators through
the damage evolution function a as listed in Table 8. Damage var-
iables d3 and d4, representing shear damage, were considered to be
a combination of longitudinal and transverse damage, and were
therefore assumed to be dependent upon d1 and d2. The damage
evolution function a ¼ a(f), as seen in the damage variable defini-
tions in Table 8, can be used to enforce various damage evolution
laws including instantaneous damage (brittle failure) or a nonlinear
relationship, representing a more ductile failure, as a function of
the failure indicators. Equation (2) describes the instantaneous
damage evolution law as it was applied to the matrix material.

aðf Þ ¼
�
0; if f <1
dmax; otherwise (2)

The value of the damage evolution function a(f) is either 0,
representing undamaged, or dmax, representing a completematerial
failure. dmax, when applied using the MLT model with instanta-
neous damage, represents the percentage of elastic property
degradation from the original. McCarthy [40] investigated multi-
fastener damage in a 2D composite (HTA/6376), and used a
maximum damage of dmax ¼ 0.90, corresponding to degraded
(damaged) elastic properties to 10% of their original values. In this
progressive damage model, the instantaneous damage evolution
law from Equation (2) was applied in combinationwith amaximum
principal stress failure criterion to capture damage in the matrix
material phase using dmax ¼ 0.90.

Following an exponential damage law, seen in Equation (3),
damage was applied to impregnated tow elements. This damage
evolution model incorporated a material response parameter m. As
this parameter increased, themore brittle-like thematerial damage
response becomes. This parameter must be tuned for the impreg-
nated tow material phase. As the parameter approaches an infinite
value, the exponential damage evolution model becomes an
Table 8
Damage variable definitions.

Damage mode Damage variable value

Longitudinal damage (fiber) d1 ¼ a(max{f1,f2})
Transverse damage (matrix) d2 ¼ a(max{f3,f4})
Longitudinal shear (combined) d3 ¼ 1�(1�d1)(1�d2)
Transverse shear (combined) d4 ¼ d3
instantaneous damage model. Refer to Table 8 for definitions of
each damage variable d for impregnated tow elements. Each
damage variable d was calculated from the exponential damage
evolution law a¼ a(f) seen in Equation (3) where e is the base of the
natural logarithm. To better illustrate the relationship between the
failure indicator f and the damage variable d through the expo-
nential damage evolution function a(f), a plot of Equation (3) is
shown in Fig. 5 with dmax ¼ 0.80 evaluated at various values of the
material response parameter m.

aðf Þ ¼ di max

�
1� exp

�
� f m

m e

��
(3)

The final component of the progressive damage model is the
specification of dmax for various impregnated tow element failure
modes. In other words, the residual engineering stiffnesses for
impregnated tow elements must be specified for each of the
considered failuremodes. Based on previous work by Tan and Perez
[19,22] and Camanho and Matthews [17], material degradation
factors for tow damage were applied to the progressive damage
model. Considered independently for tensile and compressive
damage in both the longitudinal and transverse directions, these
maximum degradations are seen in Equations (4) and (5).

d1max ¼
�
0:93; if tension
0:80; if compression

(4)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4
0

0.1
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m=5
m=10
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m=200

Fig. 5. Damage variable value d as a function of the failure indicator f using the
exponential damage evolution function a(f) with dmax ¼ 0.80 evaluated at various
values of the material response parameter m.
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d2max ¼
�
0:86; if tension
0:60; if compression

(5)

Shear damage, listed in Table 8, was considered to be a combi-
nation of longitudinal and transverse damage, and was therefore
dependent upon the material degradation factors for each. With
failure criteria, damage variable definitions, damage evolution laws
and material degradation factors determined, the progressive
damage model was complete. Similar formulations can be found in
Refs. [19,22,41e44].
5. Model validation, results and discussion

Focus was placed on damage onset and initial propagation for
both the numerical model and previous experimental work. Model-
predicted and experimentally observed failure modes and the
bearing stress-strain response were compared to evaluate the
performance of the model. The following section discusses the
degree of correlation.

At low bearing strain, as also described in ASTM D5961 [35], the
bearing stress-strain response may show variation due to joint
friction, hole tolerance, joint translation and straightening to
overcome small eccentricities in the experimental setup. For this
reason, a strain correction is placed on experimental data. The
bearing chord stiffness is calculated and, using that calculated
stiffness, the linear-elastic region is extrapolated back to zero stress.
The data is then shifted so that a linear stress-strain response is
seen beginning at zero stress and zero strain. All of the comparisons
presented show the experimental data with extrapolation.

A combination of multiple failure modes were determined
experimentally for composites reinforced with a three-dimensional
woven ply to ply preform when subjected to single-bolt, double-
shear bearing. These failure modes, described in detail in Ref. [5],
include longitudinal compressive failure of warp tows, transverse
weft tow bunching and compressive failure and matrix cracking. At
low to moderate bearing strains, these failure modes combined to
create bearing-type failures. As bearing strain became increasingly
higher, significant transverse weft tow bunching and compressive
failure resulted in thickness increases near the hole. The additive
effect of this material degradation at high bearing strain led to late
shear cracking and shear-out failures. In general, model-predicted
damage in both the matrix and warp and weft tows matches that
Fig. 6. Warp tow damage propagation
of traditional bearing stresses seen in an isotropic material. For the
geometric locations referred to in the following damage discussion,
refer to Fig. 3.

Matrix and tow damage were considered separately in the
model. Tow damagewas separated intowarp andweft longitudinal,
transverse and combined shear, representing the damage variables
used to affect damage on the elastic tow properties. Warp and weft
tow damage in the bearing area is seen at various levels of bearing
strain in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. Longitudinal (1-direction)
tensile and compressive stress locations are indicated in Fig. 8 for
both the warp and weft tows at 2.2% bearing strain. On either side
of the hole towards the edge of the sample, tensile stresses develop
along the net section. At the same time, compressive stresses are
found along the bearing surface itself, with shear stress propa-
gating from the hole towards the free surface. At the onset of
damage, warp tows are found in the model to experience tensile
stresses on both edges of the hole and compressive stresses along
the middle of the bearing surface. Weft tows experience transverse
tension on the sides of the hole and transverse compression along
the middle of the bearing surface. Longitudinal weft tows experi-
ence tension as bearing failure and weft tow bunching developed.

Matrix damage, as described previously, was calculated using
instantaneous damage and a maximum principal stress criterion.
Fig. 9 shows matrix damage at different levels of strain in the
bearing area. The predicted damage within the matrix material
corresponds to what one might expect from an isotropic material
bearing response. Predicted by the model, tensile damage first
develops on either side of the hole in the matrix material with
compressive matrix damage along the bearing surface. Joining the
two regions around the circumference of the hole is damage caused
by matrix shear. Overall, model-predicted damage and failure
modes have good agreement with previous experimental results
[5].

Discussed earlier was the applicability of implicit finite element
modeling in the case of a zero-stiffness bearing response. Marking
the end of its ability to continue capturing the material response,
the implicit model developed in this paper was terminated at the
end of the transition zone between the linear-elastic and zero-
stiffness responses. The end of this transition zone corresponds to
a damaged state where the entire weft tow column directly along
the bearing surface is predicted to have been completely damaged.
The bearing stress-strain responses found experimentally [5] and
with the progressive damage model with exponential damage
at various levels of bearing strain.



Fig. 7. Weft tow damage propagation at various levels of bearing strain.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal (1-direction) warp tow (top) and weft tow (bottom) tensile and
compressive stress development at 2.2% bearing strain.
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evolution and a material response parameter m ¼ 5 are seen in
Fig. 10. The correlation between the two shows that the progressive
damage model not only captures failure modes, but also captures a
similar stress-strain response. At 7.3% bearing strain, the model-
predicted bearing stress was 3.7% higher than the experimentally
measured bearing stress.
To complement the experimental findings from previous work,
micro computed tomography imaging was used to explore the
onset of bearing damage. Taken from an experimental sample
subjected to 9% bearing strain prior to unloading, Fig. 11 further
illustrates failure modes that contribute to bearing failure. This
sample was evaluated in a single-bolt, double-shear configuration.
The fixture used during experimentation generated a thickness-
constrained region in the sample around the hole. This constraint
has a tendency to shift bearing damage to just outside of this re-
gion, which is also depicted in Fig. 11 and explained in more detail
in Ref. [5]. The cross-sectional view noted in Fig. 11 is described in
Fig. 12 which illustrates the through-thickness damage seen inweft
tows. Agreement is seen between the failure modes predicted by
the progressive damage model, the micro computed tomography
imaging, and experimental observations.

A sensitivity study was conducted involving the damage evo-
lution parameter m and the time step between increments in the
finite element model. As the exponential damage evolution
parameterm increases, the level of damage in the affected elements
is prescribed at a faster rate; the larger the value of m, the more
brittle the material failure becomes. Fig. 13 illustrates how various
values for the damage evolution parameter can affect a typical
bearing stress-strain response. As discussed previously, this pro-
gressive damage model is also dependent upon the time step. The
smaller the time step, the more accurate the model-predicted
behavior will be when compared to the actual material response.
Fig. 14 shows various time steps used to complete the prescribed
fastener displacement. 25 increments were found to be sufficiently
small enough to result in a converged solution while providing an
efficient model run time. An exponential damage evolution
parameter of 5.0 combined with 25 increments in the progressive
damage model produce a material response that predicts damage
onset and failure modes seen in experimental evaluation.
6. Conclusions

A progressive damage model has been developed to predict the
material response for a composite material reinforced with a three-
dimensional woven ply to ply fiber architecture subjected to single-
bolt, double-shear bearing. The model incorporates Hashin failure
criteria to calculate the value of multiple damage variables used
during analysis. Model-predicted failure modes and damage



Fig. 9. Matrix damage at various levels of bearing strain.

Fig. 10. Model-predicted bearing stress-strain response with exponential damage
evolution and material response parameter m ¼ 5 compared with typical experimental
results [5].

Fig. 11. Bearing damage from micro computed tomography imaging.

Fig. 12. Micro computed tomography cross-section.

Fig. 13. Damage evolution parameter sensitivity on stress-strain response compared
with typical experimental results.

Fig. 14. Implicit model fixed time step size sensitivity on stress-strain response
compared with typical experimental results.
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correlate well with experimental observations and trends. While
this progressive damage model was implemented in a single-bolt,
double-shear bolted joint configuration, the same model could be
extended to a multi-fastener joint. Additionally, with a mesoscale
model with matrix and impregnated tow phases, the geometry
of the fiber reinforcement could be changed without modification
to the progressive damage model to include different tow sizes,
alternative three-dimensional woven architectures or more
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traditional two-dimensional woven composites. Significant con-
clusions from this paper include:

1. A non-linear three-dimensional progressive damage model was
developed and applied to the unique as-molded morphology of
three-dimensional woven composites using Hashin failure
criteria and the MLT damage model.

2. The implemented implicit finite element model can be used to
predict the onset and initial propagation of damage in three-
dimensional woven composite joints, which is relevant for
joint design and expanded industrial application.

3. Material behavior predicted in the progressive damage model,
including trends seen in the stress-strain response and failure
modes, were validated by experimental findings with good
correlation.
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